FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ARGUS PROS Provides Online Recurrent ICAT Training Course
Cincinnati, Ohio, February 2, 2017
ARGUS PROS, a wholly owned subsidiary of ARGUS International, Inc., and a worldwide leader in on-site audits and worldclass auditor training, has announced that it is now providing online recurrent IOSA Conformance Auditor Training (ICAT).
This course highlights the significant changes from the ISM 9 to the ISM 10, and is designed for individuals that have already
completed training for IOSA ISARP interpretation. This course meets the recurrent training requirements associated with
ORG 3.4.13 (iii)(b). Attendees should have access to the internet and the IATA manual suite throughout the course. This
course is self-paced and estimated to take between 2 and 3 hours to complete.
Eric Guenther, Director of Training and Audit Production for ARGUS PROS, commented, “ARGUS PROS is committed to
the success of the IOSA Program and as part of this commitment we are excited to launch this training offering as a way to
help IOSA Operators around the world train their staff on the changes to the IOSA Standards Manual (ISM).”
Individuals interested in this new offering should call ARGUS PROS at 513-852-5110 or email argus.sales@argus.aero. To
learn more about products and offerings that ARGUS PROS can provide, visit http://argus.aero/pros/
About ARGUS PROS
ARGUS PROS, a wholly owned subsidiary of ARGUS International, Inc., is a worldwide leader in performing on-site aviation
audits. ARGUS PROS is an experienced quality provider, and committed to supporting and enhancing safety initiatives.
About ARGUS International, Inc.
ARGUS International, Inc. (ARGUS) is a specialized aviation services company whose mission is to provide the aviation
marketplace with data and information necessary to make informed decisions and manage risk. ARGUS provides worldclass aviation software and business management solutions, including AVMOSYS business management software,
TRAQPak, CHEQ, and ARMOR SMS. ARGUS Charter operator ratings are the most recognized and requested
independent source of overall operator quality. TRAQPak provides industry leading market intelligence data and research
services, as well as expert aviation consulting. ARGUS subsidiaries include ARGUS PROS, the leading provider of on-site
safety audits and PRISM, a worldwide leader in Safety Management System (SMS), Unmanned Safety Institute, the leader
in UAS safety and training, and Certification services. Founded in 1995, ARGUS is headquartered in Cincinnati, Ohio, and
is actively engaged around the globe.
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